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THEY CAME FOR A MAGAZINE
AND LEFT WITH SO MUCH MORE
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THE
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STEAK
EXPERIENCE

1 Twist by Roger Mooking is one of the latest
upscale dining options to
arrive at Toronto Pearson
International Airport.

ANYTHING CAN
HAPPEN AT A
MAGAZINE STAND

Q What do you find exciting about Canada’s

culinary scene these days?
[I love that] using the best-quality ingredients
is now the norm in more restaurants here. Even

your own

TO TORONTO EATS
1

the big-brand chain restaurants are changing

FOR BRUNCH

their entire ecosystems to stay relevant. Also,

“[Try the] brunch buffet at Montecito. This place

Canada is really embracing its developing diver-

is dedicated to making an array of dishes that

sity. Canadian cuisine is moving beyond poutine

work well together, served in the most inviting way.”

and maple syrup by looking to traditional First

VISIT A MAGAZINE STAND AND
FIND
STORY

ROGER MOOKING'S GUIDE

Nations foods, foraged Northern ingredients
and all the amazing ingredients and styles that
come from every corner of the world.
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FOR INDIAN
“Lahore Tikka House in Little India. I go for the fried
fish, saag (spinach), naan, kabobs and a mango lassi.”

Q Tell us about Twist by Roger Mooking.

Why the airport, and why now?
When the opportunity to bring a high

“Nota Bene is still one of my favourite restaurants in

presented itself, the challenge was just too

the city. I appreciate the craftsmanship and adven-

I’ve done catering, hotels, theatres, lounges,
sharing plates, quick-service casual, fine dining

MOOKING
This Canadian culinary star has made it his mission
to bring airport dining to a new level.

SEE THEIR STORY AT
CANADASMAGAZINESTORE.CA/
ANYTHINGCANHAPPEN

A

WORTH THE SPLURGE

level of food quality to Pearson International
compelling to pass up. Throughout my career

ROGER

3

and resorts, but I had not yet had the chance
to do an airport project. New experiences
are what I thrive on. My goal with Twist is to
highlight the diversity and flavours of Toronto,
right inside the airport.
Q If you could eat only one item from your

ture in the flavours and techniques.”
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FOR INDONESIAN FARE
“Try Little Sister Indonesian Food Bar. The food
is delicious and the flavours are spot on. Have one
of everything.”
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FOR SPANISH TAPAS

menu at Twist, what dish would that be?

“Stuart Cameron at Patria is a wildly talented chef. I

The Twist menu is “mix-and-match” style,

love his patatas bravas and Iberico ham selection.”

s one of Canada’s most recognizable chefs, Roger Mook-

designed so our diners can satisfy any dietary

ing has built a reputation on celebrating and creating glob-

whim. So, I would have to order a few things

ally inspired cuisine. Currently serving as a judge on Food

to build my own adventure. The roasted fish,

FOR GREAT ROTI

Network’s Chopped Canada, and as executive chef of the

lightly wilted spinach and brown rice are my

“Ali’s Roti Shop in Parkdale is the closest I can get to

newly opened Twist by Roger Mooking at Toronto Pearson

favourite trio of dishes. Ask me tomorrow and

International Airport, he has plenty of insight into Canada’s current culinary

you may get a totally different answer.

scene and where to eat in Toronto right now.

—Signe Langford
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eating a roti in Trinidad, which is my birthplace. Oxtail
soup, chicken roti, doubles and mauby—these are
some of my comfort foods.”

WALK-IN GUESTS
ALWAYS WELCOME

chop.ca

